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Tittynope
tit-ee-n-oh-p: (noun) a small quantity of anything left over, whether a
few beans on a dinner plate or the dregs at the bottom of a cup.
Admit it; you were thinking it meant something else. Get
your mind out of the gutter! Undoubtedly, it is an eyebrow-raiser!
Use in a sentence: Editors’ conversing with one another, "Sometimes
I wonder if we could put writer’s tittynopes to better use."
We at Tittynope Zine have taken the liberty of interpreting the
definition as that of a monad, as well as being uncategorizable, having
self-contained existence, and possessing the ability to stand alone. As
with anything that has an independent existence they tend to be left
behind, put on the back burner until their flame fades out, and thus
forgotten.
We have wholeheartedly embraced the challenge of turning
over each and every rock along our stroll throughout life in search of
these jaded gems. Tittynope Zine allows us to combine these unique
works with just as absurd visual art in order to create an odd, yet
stimulating collection.
We want to give special thanks to our contributors, who heard
our vision and submitted work with such enthusiasm that it fueled our
artistic energy. Another HUGE thank you goes to the great guys from
the Copperkettle Buskers, who completely funded the printing of
Tittynope Zine.
We would also like to give a special shoutout to the Emporia
State University Copy Center. We would have been completely lost
without your patience and guidance. Thank you so much for
answering our asinine questions and providing us with step by step
instructs on the layout process!
Tittynope Zine would not exist without all of your selfless
contributions.
University Copy Center
210 Visser Hall
(620) 341-5253
ucc@emporia.edu
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At Fairs End
Joelle Spotswood
Cirrus cloud- circus crowd
Welcome to Freak Theater!
Look at my bones- how well
they wear my skin. Is my left
leg too fat? My right cheek
too thin? It's a 20 ring circus
no diamond here and everybody
likes the big top. Drums: the thunder
rolls and the dirty crowd strolls
around this hapless brigade. No charge
of admissionbut better trod soft
when you're walking away,
on the high
wire act you don't
want to stray.
There are gold souvenirs that I hang
from my ears- have I too lost track
of this day? Say, stay! Have you
noticed the clowns
with their garish red frowns
and crunching shells
under my boot? The root
of the matter is up for discussion
no more sounds of percussion
the circus is crumbling down. So gather
round and say so
long to this town.
The big top is closing down.
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Waking Up
Maryfrances Wagner
My mind, on its hook, chains in and out, fills frames of hello with
strings of burgundy, chocolate, teal, silky running strands of doubt,
sutures of indigo, slubs of knobby yarn. Oh, through this wake-up
future parade the four-headed Chernobyl horse, the lizard-skinned
giant, the black and white mimes eating each other invisible, the
sword swallower bent at the knees. Oh, please stand. A plastic glove
reaches down our throats to pull us inside out, into a box of chocolate
almonds. Oh, this morning darkness, our hands reach for what isn’t
there.
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The Barn Who Ran Away
Lindsey Martin-Bowen
Another lousy day on the plains: winds
erupt and vomit leaves, dirt and sticks
whirl into miniature tornadoes across maize
fields. And Buster Barn had enough of winds.
Sure his gambrel roof’s about to lift
into black fists of clouds, he phones
Anna the Iguana who’d moved south
of the Mexico border. “I’m on my way,”
he says, “A tail wind’s spinning me. Should
make it in a couple of days.”
He follows shafts of wheat hemming
the horizon, and scents of lilacs and jonquils
fill his rafters. Rain smells hurry him on,
then he skitters into Jack the Blue Frog.
“I need a place to stay,” Jack whines. Buster
says okay, and they roll along the highway
in double-time until they land south of Juarez,
where Jack picks up his girlfriend, Monique.
Buster finally finds Anna hiding in a tin can
to avoid the treacherous desperados who traffick
iguanas across the border and into KC
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Frazzled
Lindsey Martin-Bowen
Julio wanted mashed potatoes
so he drove to the kitchen in his beat-up,
red Ford pickup. Whizzing out of the lot,
he spun gravel, and two bald-headed cops
chased him to San Jose. There, they picked up
an armadillo for speeding and let Julio off
with a warning. So he tried not to get caught
in another newspaper scam when he slammed
down his brakes at a truck-stop. He picked up
Jose and they sped away to search for Audrey
the Iguana with huge green eyes. Audrey’s landlady claimed that the Iguana moved away
to the West Coast where she lived
under a highway ramp near dessert dunes.
So Julio and Jose took another day to stop
for more gas, and then they headed West,
still looking for pudding they could spoon
on the way. When they arrived at 2:45 (AM),
they doubled-parked the truck at a B & B.
No one was home, so they left alone
and still search the West Coast highways
for Audrey the Iguana today.
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Nest Egg
Rosalie Krenger
His hand found the coffee tin on the shelf, the one where they
stashed what savings they had, and her shoulders slumped. She tossed
another wet knife into the drying rack, and turned in time to see him
grab his keys. They stood, staring at each other - his fingers pressed
against the screen, summer night air tousling his hair through the
open door, as one of her soapy hands dripped on the linoleum and the
other made a warm, wet spot on her hip.
She was too tired for this. She knew the fight that would come,
the lines they’d each say as though they were scripted, the raised
voices just loud enough to make a point, but not loud enough to rouse
the neighbors, the tears on cue, the apologies.
Not tonight.
“Just go,” she sighed, purposely ignoring the now-empty can on
the table. He didn’t reply.
She hated him in that moment. She hated the set of his jaw, the
defiance in his eyes. And she hated how much she wanted him there
again after he shoved the door open and stepped out into the night
without a word.
The screen slammed shut, and she listened for the growl of the
truck, waited until she couldn’t hear the rumble of the engine, then
reached into the sink and pulled the plug.
Wriggling damp fingers into the pocket of her jeans, grown tight
across her abdomen in the past months, she pulled out the tips she’d
managed to keep from the coffee can without his notice. She reached
under the sink and pulled out a folded envelope that held the pitiful
stack of bills he hadn’t drunk down.
With clammy fingers she put the money together and counted it
for what felt like the thousandth time. She only allowed herself the
briefest look at the other contents of the envelope: the clinic’s
business card, and a folded magazine page that was already crinkled
and soft on the edges from handling.
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She opened the second of these once again, and ran her tired eyes
over the ornate crib. A car door slammed somewhere on the street,
startling her, and she hastily re-folded the page, counted the money
lovingly and carefully once again, and double checked that she put
first the business card, and then the magazine page back in the
envelope before she tucked it safely behind the toilet bowl cleaner.
She’d almost saved up enough for the first already. But the other
was so much prettier, and wouldn’t leave her empty inside
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Plaintive Violins
Kevin Rabas
How violins pull
the tenderer emotions,
like running a spoon lure
through calm water,
with a little spin, and like pulling
marionette strings
on a long-limbed puppet,
a puppet that’s slow
dancing with another
spindly, upright puppet
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Casino Night
Ashley Feist
“hit me,”
I
say to the blackjack dealer.
her
chewing pink bubblegum across the green-felt table,
pops a bubble and then smacks obnoxiously. She
twirls dark brunette curls
around her finger. dangling no mystery in front of me.
I order a drink
sprite and whiskey. the bartender
swerves and weaves in and out
of the heap of people.
so strict, so smooth
not rushing on to the next
taking time to listen carefully to the order.
he’s only been doing this two weeks
quite well I’d say.
he goes back behind the bar
to fix the drinks
no hesitation. one after the other fills the tray
deep breath of balance on his palm
and he swoops through the swing doors. out
on a mission:
red lip stick and pearls got the apple martini
tooth pic between his lips and slicked back hair got a pitcher of beer
leather jacket, cigarettes and sunglasses got seven-up and Seagram’s
seven on seven for good luck
snazzy bright blue button up got rum and coke
suit and no tie got Michelob Ultra.
he knows what he’s doing.
concentrated only on the now
what a talent.
he’s at ease but working hard
focused, amused by these animals.
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At the End of Graduate School
Tyler Sheldon
My wife paints in acrylic, liquid plastic
on old shirts draped on pressboard, on the floor.
Look here, Alex says. See how this gray tee
takes the paint like it isn’t even there.
She flings it from brush to that shirt.
Paint hangs to the surface, then sinks
quick out of sight, and I think
of the park at the end of our town
where we ran off last year, told no one,
arrived earlier than our minister and witnesses.
Where my parents scattered my brother
two dozen years before, when he didn’t
borrow over three hours from our world.
Alex asks me to help her finish the project.
I take the brush she holds out to me. We sit
together on the floor, and move our hands
across old cotton still vibrant as a veil.
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Time to Cry
Ralvell Rogers II
“When was the last time that you cried?”
I asked my father through the phone.
He was silent at first.
Never before had I questioned his sensitivity
nor was there a sign of weakness in my childhood
when I watched him closely.
His face was always grim
or his head down with his 9 to 5
nonstop.
No,
My father only smiles at progress:
when our dark green lawn gets mowed,
the creme tiles of our kitchen floor installed,
those living room walls painted a thick coat of maroon,
and the smell of rubber excites him so
when he replaces tire after tire,
after tire.
His duties within the family were clear to him:
be a handyman around the house and
Do.
Not.
Cry.
Though I have witnessed my mother cry,
and on many different occasions,
I have never seen my father weep.
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“The year you were born,
my bestfriend died,”
his voice was like that of a child.
This cell phone conveniently acting as a safeguard
sheltering his facial expressions from me.
“Yeah,
I shed a few tears for Moka,
after he was shot.
“We used to run the streets together
when we had no guidance as kids.
We would get into trouble and out
together.
Moka was like a brother to me.”
He rushed off of the phone
“I have to get back to work,” he said.
My father was the rock of our family
working his 9 to 5 tirelessly.
He was Young Vell in the streets
where drug dealers and gangbangers took him in
when his father was in the military
and his mother was being beaten down
by words and hands of a stepfather
who despised the presence of a child not his own.
My father became a rock
when he sold rocks
on the corner of Prospect
in the city of Kansas City
where he fought niggas/brothas
because of his light skin
and it didn’t matter
since they all went to jail
or got shot like Moka.
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My father ran from police
he served his time in jail
and then created two kids
or maybe even three
paying his child support
on time
marrying my mother
and keeping his 9 to 5
His duties within the family were clear to him.
He hadn’t had the pleasures of weeping since 1996
the year that his best friend died,
the year that I was born.
and in his mind,
he didn’t have time to cry.
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Revenge on the Cars
Debarun Sarkar
When the rains arrived
and she heard the sirens moan
with the rain
and the broken muddy road
she felt a moment of intense pleasure
After all, the cars
had destroyed countless sleeps
with incessant dust and noise
She wished in her sleep
the rain crashing
cars into cars
for every hour
of sleep lost
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the sentinel
Robert Feldman
two alleycats sprang from their overhanging courtyard perch,
startling
the broken glass predawn midst,
interrupting
the occasional moans from a half-open 4th floor window,
astonishing the quietude,
but not my tell-tale heart
busy pounding loudly enough to signal the dead
for it was that distinct odor
emanating from a wooden cellar door
across from where I crouched,
grey paint flakes
chips and gouges defining its age,
and its pathetic groans
when the wind disturbed its constant corpse-like existence
some alien set of lungs hungering to resuscitatethis sentient entity
masquerading as a hopeful opening,
this portal phantasmagorical
red teary eyed,
serenely seeking out yet another victim to yank inward,
heartbeat and all,
disguising hidden floors below,
the creaking now gesturing to me,
another psudosentient creature to feed from
to embrace its greedy hunger,
to drink deeply its severity
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regarding those blood eyes of the emasculated hunter,
my defenseless eyes
involuntarily shut,
debating its offer of immortality,
the door opening,
the door closing,
prisoner subtly hijacked
blown invisible by some historic breath
other jackknifed nights,
me, the sentient breathless,
my image apparent
now obvious to other predatory eyes
greedily cowering among the debris,
lingering,
satiated by sanguinary centuries,
gorged with expectations,
my life irrelevant
its life relevant,
mere blood merging through this slight crack in the world,
comprised of man and phantom stalking each other
through wicked
skeletal grey doors
of polluted perception
June, 2016
Delray Beach
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To Catch Leviathan
Lindsey Martin-Bowen
Try hooking his lip,
wrapping a noose
around his thick neck
or pierce a spike
into his fierce jaw.
Harpoon his hide, strip it
down to his two layers
of armor with rows
of shields sealed
together.
Avoid his red eyes
shooting lasers
and flames of lightning
coming from
his tongue. Duck
the steam from his nostrils
or prepare to run.
But to trap Leviathan,
track him to
Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
Orlando, Florida,
Falcon Heights, Minnesota,
or even
Overland Park, Kansas.
Or anywhere
in Afghanistan
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Delusions
Victoria Jacobs
One
At the time, I didn't notice the beauty, the serenity, of
that moment. It was the lapping hypnosis of water that caught
me, ensnaring me to move closer and touch it with trembling
fingertips. The skim and coat, a sheen against the rocks ever so
often extending its touch farther onto the wet remains of dirt. It
was the beginnings of an Arkansas sunset with the pearlescent
breaths of orange and pink tinging the evolving sky. A painting
for those curious enough to glance at the engulfing world that
never and always changed, all at once. There was a church
nestled among the rolling hills. Its wooden steeple obscured and
concealed the creation of some omnipresent thing.
The painter, perhaps.
Then the illusion was gone as quickly as it had come.
You were the first to jump in.
Bare as the day you were born.
Tan skin glistened with sweat from the humidity before
it was enveloped in water as you came back up for air. Then the
other two, the ones who had picked us up and drove too fast
down the dirt road, jumped in. The water was cooler than I
expected, it kissed against my skin and gently pulled away the
heat of summer.
You waded to me.
Black mohawk stuck to forehead.
Embraced my body before dunking me underneath.
With eyes burning, I breathed liquid, then grabbed your
leg to pull you underneath as well. Skin brushed against dirt as
we reached the bottom, and held out only long enough until our
lungs felt as if they would burst with suppression.
It became the perfect game.
One that couldn't be won.
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Two
A never ending line of cars swoosh past in an ant-like
frenzy of metal and flicking rocks. They pass without
acknowledging me. They float across the faded white dotted
line to completely avoid me altogether. It's getting hotter as the
desert sun rises higher, a blinding reminder that there is no
mercy in nature. The wayward wind blows a strand of my hair
up and against the sticky sweat of my face.
Water is ahead.
I place one foot in front of the other on the path to
civilization, but each step causes it to move farther away. I
pause briefly to pull a dirty skank from my pocket, and use it
vigorously against my skin.
Dragging sweat and hair along with it.
The water will never be within arm's length. I know this.
I know that it is only a mirage. Yet, the sun weighs heavy on
my skin and I wonder, if only the puddles could seep at my feet
and collect in my palms as I scoop it up.
A cool shimmering lake.
There it is.
One step the future, another the past. Each one
resembling the other in a never-ending pattern of similarities.
Three
The Peace Café was filled to the brim with a variety of
people, all feeling the insistent aura of dwelling in the earth. We
drank our coffee and smoked non-filters on the rotting wooden
patio. A man was giving away American Spirit cigarettes with
sage mixed in. The scent wavered through the inconsistent
conversations, the whispers entwined to create a tale of two
people who died in a sweat lodge, eighteen injured, and another
died after hospitalization.
The echoing voices disturbed you.
Your eyes wandered around as if looking for somewhere
to rest, to just be.
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"It's nice here" I slicked my fingertip against the ceramic
coffee mug.
You nodded in agreement, but gazed off towards the
horizon. Feet motionless, and mind already moving towards the
next place. "Have you ever been to Hot Springs?"
I shook my head. My teeth clenched.
You itched a hand against your forearm.
Neither of us missed the other's actions.
The flames of bronze and red rocks sculpted into a fire
that created a concave.
Holding the blue shadow of crevices as hostages. The
colours meandered as the sun rose, deepening or weakening in a
silent chorus, all while keeping time with the rapidly clearing
sky. I touched the rock that encased the cafe, my fingers
brushing the chalky red.
It smeared against my skin leaving an oiled paint.
Four
I hitch the pack against my back and jog towards the
truck that is slowing down. It parks in front of me. Silver paint
is worn away on the sharp edges of the vehicle from years of
wear to leave rust and dust in its wake. I lean against the
passenger side door, and glance in. It is an older man with grey
whiskers protruding from his upper lip and nostrils. He has the
tan, worn face of a man who has worked in the desert sun for far
too many years.
"Where is it ya goin', miss?" The voice is gravel, and
hollers over the monotone sound of news humming from the
radio.
"Tempe." I reply, and lean my weight onto one foot. My
hand clutches onto the door frame to stabilize the weight of the
pack.
"Hop in the back," a thumb juts back towards the bed of
the truck, punctuating his words "keep down. I don't want no
cop to pull me over."
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With a nod, I throw my pack in the back and jump in
after it. The metal bed of the truck sears against my palms, but I
ignore the sensation to hunch down.
The driver leans back to look over his shoulder and
through the small plastic window of his truck. "You ain't a runaway, are ya?"
"No, sir."
The man nods, and then readjusting his baseball cap, he
throws the truck into gear and starts driving down route 202.
Wind pelts roughly against the metal truck, ricocheting gravel
and dirt that are quickly spit from beneath the tires. I lean over
and roll onto my back, using the pack as a pillow which allows
for an uninhibited view of the wide stretch of sky.
An inhibited view of the great empty.
That wants so desperately to swallow me whole.
Five
We woke up to steam and the crunching boots of
firemen. Somewhere in the night a fire had been started, and
spread over the bottom brush of Hayden Butte. It devoured what
little growth had sprouted through the desert heat, and left ash
in its wake.
"You guys need to get out of here, now." A firefighter
warned before he turned back down the path.
We moved swiftly to roll our sleeping bags and pull our
packs onto our shoulders. I walked down first. You followed
behind me.
The sky showed wisps of smoke and steam still
intermingling in the sky.
Pulling and pushing against the horizon.
I rubbed my arm.
The numbness.
A pin-prick.
"Where you headed?" You asked as we watched the
swarming groups of police and firemen trampling through the
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burnt brush. Dropping my hand, I turned towards you and
considered your question.
A cold sweat had begun.
The insistent tremors wracking your body.
You were held captive by a self-induced sickness.
But, your eyes told a different tale. Your eyes were more
stormy blue than grey in the daylight, they glistened with
humor. A gradient hue of deflection that wavered for a moment,
revealing unspoken memories that haunted.
I was captivated.
"Nowhere in particular."
"That's where I'm going too."
Six
My eyes rove as the light rail begins to move. I rest
them on a sheet of paper hastily stuck to the cream white wall.
It's an advertisement for Tempe, it pictures a couple canoeing
on the lake. The woman beams towards the camera as she
stands on the unusually sure waters, and the man looks towards
her, laughing.
It is the type of advertising that draws the visitor's
attention away from the disintegrating schools, the junkie on the
corner, and towards the fun of consumerism. I tear the paper off
the wall, and crumble it between my palms. It crinkles in a
satisfying mass of colored ink and recycled paper.
I stuff it in my pocket.
Next to a Sharpie.
Next to a plastic bag.
I glance around.
Early evening has begun to creep into the desert heat
and it shines against the rail's glass windows. A few people sit
around, each absorbed in their own distinct realities. Their
perception is conflicting with mine, and each other's. They
breathe different air in the bubbles of separate dimensions.
The presence is overwhelming.
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The figures darken with an impeding pressure of
something undefined.
"Next Stop, Apache Boulevard." A disembodied static
voice emits through the train, making me jump. I pull my pack
up and onto my back, and keep my head down as I wait for the
motion to stop.
Seven
That night wasn't ominous, it was pleasant. Warm with a
chilled breeze that flickered the light of the stars across the
colourful neighborhoods. Voices wafted from the lawns and
laughter could be heard from the open windows of the close
houses. Slightly beyond, Mill Avenue hummed with the
familiar noises of a Friday night. The heavy doors of bars
swung open and shut, leaking sounds of clinking glasses and
Top Forty music into the streets.
Entwined with the chaos.
The blare of drunken laughter created a racket.
It was nearly unbearable.
I had wandered farther from the noise, and found myself
in the seeping darkness of the Avenue. The warm buzz of sound
echoed in my ears, and I slowly made my way to my squat on
Hayden Butte. Cars swooshed forward in a frenzy of head
lights. Each step took me closer to the rocky hill as the flicking
lights of the passing cars brightened a pattern of steps.
There you were.
Your staggering figure emitted a slur of nonsense as
headlights reflected off of your stooped shoulders, your
backpack. I recognized you from around town. You were a
silhouette panhandling in front of tobacco shop, and picking up
snipes from the dirty concrete.
Black, slick tires squeaked into the other lane.
Horns honked in unison as the cars wove around your
patch of road.
I grabbed you, my fingers digging into the weak cloth of
your hoodie to pull you away and back onto the sidewalk.
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Your grey eyes were constricted with an adrenaline
pumping through your veins.
The weight of you leaning against me was enough to
make the graveled path seem a great place to rest, but your
incoherent mumbling kept me walking. Hayden Butte wasn't
steep, but through the rancid darkness any stray foot could have
led to a stumble. We moved together in unity as some sort of
recognition flickered back into your movements and your steps
became more defined.
The rocks held crevices, caves for hiding. We passed by
one. Darkness, before an orange flicker of light illuminated a
face. He grasped onto a glass pipe, and as he rolled it others
appeared. One by one, hands held out begging, demanding to be
the next in line. The wavering light made them into grotesque
caricatures of what they once were, tongues lolled and eyes
vacant. I avoided eye contact. You swung around to take note of
their spot, a smug smile playing against your lips. Just in case.
We rose higher like smoke on that hill, until the flat top
revealed to us the untold secrets of Tempe. The horizon of
luminescence extended farther than seemed possible, and it held
us spellbound for a moment. We were intruders in a land that
overlooked strangers. We were strangers drawn together by the
intrusion.
You began to shake.
Your fingers fumbled, grasping.
A pungent smell wafted into the night, a smell that can
only be filed away into memory. Its source cradled within the
confines of metal.
It shone against the night, pursuing shadowed skin as
you lifted the plastic, tongue licking residue. A crinkle that
wavered in the air and ricocheted into nothingness. Water
swirled, then fire. Our faces were lit by the resonated reflection
of flame on burnt spoon. Our sharp lines of jaw flickering back
and forth with the movement. You tapped the syringe with a
fingernail, and turned to me. The question floated on the surface
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of your eyes. My arm extended, clean dark veins pulsed against
belt.
You tightened it.
I trembled.
Eight
The night is reminiscent of memories. It tugs at my
mind. One step, after another up the rocky hill.
Just once more.
Just to chase the sickness away.
It presses me, and I am in danger of falling.
Hard, jagged rocks caress the incline of my back and
earth hugs against me. The sky is closer, my breath hits it and is
pulled away. Strings of consciousness into the void. I am
trapped in the battle within my sleeping bag, which cushions me
in an attempt of comfort.
It is too late.
I am falling now.
Whispers of purple paint plays against the night sky, and
the moon hides, only peeking out for a moment
as I reel for something to hold onto. The dark smear of
emptiness and silence echoes heavily on the fringes of my mind.
Clutching for the recognizable.
I find myself cradled in its warm embrace as I fall
into the depths of unexpected instability.
I drown.
Nine
A group of people floated like clouds to the edge of the
lake from the church. White gowns covered many, while others
wore sundresses and suits. It wasn't those that caught my
attention, rather it was the man who wore black and led a child
to the water's edge. He kneeled and spoke softly to the angelic
boy, and then slowly lowered him within the water. Only briefly
was the child submerged before he rose. A little girl with long
brown braids was next, and then another boy.
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Each ascended like shining beacons of serenity.
I fell into the water, and drifted away with the sun.
Shimmering into nothing.
The reminiscent whisper of ink stained theories.
We were all baptized that day, all for different reasons.
The water didn't separate belief from disbelief, sinners from
those of good. No, the lapping presence of this thing simply
found the need, and cleansed.
We were never the canvas.
We were the paint.
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Irreverent
Rosalie Krenger
Neither prayer nor hymn
have echoed in this darkened corner
of the church basement
in years.
Irreverent, he whispers
"Oh God"
and steals my first sin.
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The Lynching Tree
Ralvell Rogers II
Cassandra watched the men take her husband to the top of the
hill from the dining room window. The top of the hill is where the
lynching tree is located. She knows this because for the past year, she
has watched her husband hang six of those slave boys. She always
watched from afar through this very window.
The days were always beautiful when the husband did it, and
today was no exception for the skies were blue, and the clouds white.
The sun beamed on the hill, casting a shadow over the men.
Bethal, one of the house maids, slowly stepped beside Cassandra
at the window. Wrapped in the maid’s dark brown arms was a light
brown baby. Cassandra looked from the maid, to the baby, and then
back out the window to her husband. They couldn’t feel the heat
blazing from inside the dining room, but they could see the sweat
covering the skin of the men on top of the hill. The dining room
window had a perfect view of the lynching tree if you stood directly
in front of it, which is why Cassandra and Bethal were standing there
now.
From the window, they could see the husband screaming,
pleading and seemingly begging for his life, but they could not hear
him from inside of the house. They could only watch in anticipation.
For the men standing on the hill, the temperature seemed to only
be growing warmer and warmer. The sun had reached its peak for the
day, and scavengers were beginning to circle the top of the tree for
they knew death was to come soon enough.
The slaves wrapped the rope around their master’s neck.
“Don’t do this, boys,” the slave master screamed to the top of his
lungs. “You niggers know you won’t be able to survive without me.
Just let me go right now, and we’ll just act as if this never happened.
What do you say boys?”
One of the slaves held up his hand, and everyone stopped what
they were doing. He was the leader of this slave rebellion. His face
was calmly filled with rage and his eyes were wild with revenge.
Without saying a word, the slave leader stepped up and threw his
right fist into his master’s left cheek bone. This seemed to spark
something in the rest of the slaves as they too joined in the beating.
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Blood covered their knuckles and stained their ripped clothing.
The brown dirt soaked up the wet blood into a muddy substance that
slowly began seeping into the roots of the tree. Once again, they all
stopped at the slave leader’s hand signal, and stood their master on a
wooden chair.
The slave master’s face was scarred and bloody, and he was
having trouble balancing himself on the chair. His legs were shaking
uncontrollably with fright, but that wouldn’t save him now. Pity was a
feeling that was long gone from his slave’s minds. The slave master
was about to be killed by his slaves, and he knew it.
The slave leader looked across the field, and to the dining room
window at Bethal. After receiving a nod from Cassandra, Bethal
looked back to him on top of the hill, and nodded sternly.
It was time.
Cassandra’s eyes began to redden once the men threw the rope
over the highest tree branch. She stood perfectly still, and tear drops
slowly began to emerge. This is what he deserves she kept telling
herself.
The slave leader kicked the chair from beneath his master, and
they all watched him struggle to his death slowly.
The slave master’s veins were popping out as he fought for
oxygen at first. After a few seconds, he noticed that he could only see
the top of the heads of his slaves. From a distance, he looked to his
crying wife behind the dining room window, then to Bethal and the
baby. The rope turned him slowly, and he could see that the cotton
fields just down the hill were empty, and that the tree hanging him
was brown. The red shed where some of his slaves were known to
reproduce late at night was empty now as well, and he wished that the
baby was darker.
He processed all of these things one last time...just before he
breathed his last breath and his mind went dark.
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Phoenix Rising
Joelle Spotswood
Out of the ashes
out of the eyes
your stand
1,000 faces stare
in whispers
and glances.
Your legs, string beans
though you seem
you are a master
an artist of such soul,
you fall and keep falling
in the blacknessthe hole you covered
with lace and golda charitable cause.
Our friends are close:
mutual madness and I sit
in the electricity
of this chair and gawking
eyes. It's true- they lie
among the scarabs and watch
the little dance, the sacred talk!
Barefoot and bloody, on you walkgood little girl.
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Smile, child, the mirrors will fade
and how they will wail
as martyrs do.
And you, ragged, barely there
will be pulled back
by the nape of your neck
in your mother's teeth
Absalom in the trees.
Standing room only, please
for this remarkable sighta woman alive! Right here
on the outside you will see
the brandings and scars,
those solicitous beauty marks.
Hateful traitors.
Dishonoring the body
which dearly loved you
when dreams took shape
in glitter and sparks. So hear
so near. Listen to thisIt's almost sunrise.
I've risen before
just for the thrill
and again I will.
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Like Moths
Rosalie Krenger
She sets the beer down in front of Cain, her pregnant belly
bumping the back of the chair. She’s always doing something for him,
hovering, waiting to be called on. We all sit on the patio, waiting until
it’s dark enough to start the fireworks. We cup bottles growing
warmer in the evening air, not sure what to say, not sure what to do.
Stephanie toddles on swollen ankles to the chair my husband gives up
for her since Cain can’t be bothered to move just so she can sit down.
Unspoken words flit in the air like moths. Stephanie tries to brush
them away with awkward attempts at bringing up anecdotes from the
past, but each new, “Remember the time…” just brings a few quick
grins, for her sake. Yes, we had fun then. Yes that was a good night,
when we were all friends and the things that went wrong were just
funny. He laughs along with her story about the time he drunkenly
pissed all over the floor at our cousin’s wedding, like he’s hilarious,
and we all just look at him. His ears are too stuffed with words about
himself to notice, and his eyes too full of his sister-in-law’s hips to
care.
We let her words wash over and around us, but it’s hard to keep
the conversation going. Because now it’s different. Now we all know,
and none of us want him here. But now, too, everyone tiptoes around
it. When it started we spoke up, said the things she wouldn’t hear, but
now we all just think it, while she just takes it.
Once she’s run out of stories, he fills the silence with a burp, and
she says she’ll make him another sandwich.
I follow her into the house, offering to help. Jokes about a
woman’s place being in the kitchen follow me in turn. Leaning
against the sink I watch her rifle through the fridge, listen to her
babble on about how Aidan is growing up to be just like his daddy,
and about how just the other day he and Cain sat on the couch
watching football together.
I hear the things she says out loud, but in my head I see the hurt,
lonely words she texts me while she waits for him to come home,
words I don’t know how to respond to. I don’t know how to respond
now either. She trails off and the room falls into silence.
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As she spreads mayonnaise on another slice of bread, I give up
the breath I’ve been holding, and open my mouth. I say just a couple
words, but they’re dangerously close to almost suggesting what I’m
thinking; just “Stephanie, why…”
I don’t finish the thought, but I don’t need to. It hangs there,
loudly unspoken, and in the growing space between us she hears the
words I’ve said before, what we’ve all said before.
Why pretend you don’t know about her? Why don’t you leave?
Why twist this on him, and use it to get what you think you want? And
why didn’t you just want a divorce? Why didn’t you just want the
house, or the car, or the dog, or the son you already had? Why would
you ever think that another baby he doesn’t want is going to fix this?
Why do you think this is going to make him suddenly start acting like
you matter now, make him pay attention to you now; make him
suddenly love you now?
Rounding on me with the butter knife in one fist, bread squished
in the other, she shows me the spine and the spirit I used to admire,
the fiery Steph that the poor boys in high school would have cut out
their hearts for, the Steph who was going to be just fine and needed
no one. Certainly not the way she seems to need Cain now, like a
junky needs a fix.
“You know, maybe I don’t have every God-damned thing I
thought I wanted from this, but I love my family. All of them. We
will be a family. We are a family!” She can’t seem to control the
volume of her voice, and I glance to the screen door, hoping no one
comes in, but she takes the turn of my head as yet another dismissal,
yet one more person finding something else that catches their eye, and
Old Stephanie starts to slip away again.
“Everything will be fine. So maybe I need to vent now and then,
but it’s just little stuff. It’s fine. It’s fine! We’re fine.” Too much
white is showing around her eyes, and I know she’s desperate for me
to tell her she’s right.
But that would be a lie.
So I stand there like an idiot for one heartbeat too long, and feel
horrible as this little, worn down, pixie of a woman seems to crumple,
and asks me, in between sobs, why none of her family supports her
now, when she needs it the most.
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I take the bread out of her hand, and crush down my urge to slap
her. I swallow down the words I still haven’t said, so they don’t choke
me, and carefully choose new ones instead.
“I was going to say ‘Why don’t we just order a pizza, and we can
go back outside.’ Less clean up.”
I pretend to care about what I’m doing, carefully faced away at
the sink washing mayo off my hands, carefully unaware of how close
she is to breaking. After a few shuddering breaths she begins picking
up with me, and that strange New Stephanie is back. Bright, happy
words bubble out of her about what a fantastic idea that is and what
Cain likes on his pizza.
She orders, and hangs up the phone. I follow her back to the patio
and she sits, smiling at her husband while he ignores her. And the rest
of us sip silently at our beers and share awkward glances. And so now
we sit in the still evening, watching the kids start to light sparklers
and fountains, and we say nothing, because she’s happiest pretending
that it is nothing, and unlike her husband, we love her.
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Common Wealth
Amy Sage Webb
You know I sent the message. You will want to know what it
said. This might be declared simply, but that would bring the end too
soon. When one tells one’s last story, one strives to tell it well. You
will forgive me if I do not hasten the narrative.
It begins this way. Lavin Enders sent me. I knew her from my
years on the Governing Force. She has done quite well on the force as
you know, rising to City Commander since my time there. She could
only have found me due to the unpleasantness in Midway. Unlike me
to get caught off guard like that, and how was I to know GF was
involved? A messy little story. A humiliation, really. The information
lost, the contact eliminated, and myself unpaid. Not to mention
having crossed paths once again with GF. What I can tell you about
the force is that when one leaves it, one plans to live well outside its
attentions.
You will want me to get to the point, to which I must express
that Lavin Enders is very much the point of my story. My procedure,
as you know, was not a success. Beyond provided care lay the
glimmering promise of personally financed enhancement and repair.
A mirage in this case, for even were I handsomely waged, I knew
already that no further procedure could be purchased to maintain this
bloody pump of muscle in my chest. Lavin Enders knew it also.
When she came to my flat, she wore running togs. I took her at first
for a teen shirking after-work. But when she pulled the hood back and
removed the cap, I saw those green eyes and I knew everything was
about to get worse. She told me she had a job for me. Something
private. Outside GF. Way outside. I told her there was nothing about
her outside GF, and she narrowed those green eyes at me in a way
that made me shut up and listen.
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The disastrous conclusion of the Midway contract had
impoverished me further than the unpaid sum. Private contracting
requires subtlety. A find and return should have been simplicity itself.
To lose a contact is embarrassing. To have a contact eliminated by
Governing Force is disaster. I had not found work in several cycles,
and my basic expenses, though humble, were compiling into notices.
“It’s a find and return. Easy payout,” she told me.
I thought of the eliminated contact at Midway. He was a
small, serious man. His way of talking, unspooling ideas… What can
I tell you? It captivated me. What might I have better noticed if not
for that captivation, I cannot know.
I asked Lavin why me, and for a mere moment I thought her
eyes lit with the old look that told me to take the money, that she
worried about me, but it flickered away in an instant, and she fixed
me with her hard stare.
She told me the find was a young woman. “That’s the easy
part,” she said. “The part that makes this a job for you is the return.”
I poured myself a glass of spirits and offered her one. She
scowled. It was early light. I settled back into my chair and sipped.
“Ichiro,” she said. “This is very important. The situation is of
a personal, a private nature.” She sat across from me in the other chair
in my flat, the table between us. Her fine skin glowed almost
translucent in the light.
I said I was listening, and she told me the most important
part: the return would not succeed. The woman would be eliminated.
You must understand why such a contract would pique my
interest, no? Eliminating a mark is work for a different type of free
agent, typically contracted through media, without in-person contact.
Yet here was Lavin Enders herself, sitting in my little flat, contracting
an individual agent to go through all the steps of a find, only to serve
as an eliminator in the end.
It was the mess in Midway, of course. She had read the
records. She was hiring me to make the same mistake again on
purpose.
You will wonder why I agreed to the contract. I needed a
payout, certainly, but in truth it was those green eyes. I have not yet
learned to close my curiosity to anything Lavin Enders might dangle
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in front of me. If you had ever felt the spark in that gaze turned upon
you, I suspect you would understand my meaning. Some contracts are
written for us. They persist despite time and damage and distance.
They cannot be refused.
Knowing as you now know that Lavin Enders contracted me,
it cannot surprise you that finding the mark offered no difficulty at all.
Not a single port in any city recorded data of her entrance or exit, but
she had been observed in the company of an agricultural rep to the
capital. She had not been observed since.
I sat in Capital City Port scanning the mark’s data through my
lens. The woman’s entire life and record skimmed by. I saw the
changes to her face and height as she grew from youth to second
season. There was nothing unusual, nothing interesting at all, except
this: the mark was an unaltered female. And this: she had last been
seen in the company of a representative from a distant agricultural site
in the Remote Opportunity Zones, a place called Hearth.
As I waited, shuttles arrived and debarked. I watched a troupe
of pre-season children toddling from two ships arriving from Midway
hatches. They gripped their First Mothers by the hands. I watched
them stare into the First Mothers’ faces with adoration, clinging and
smiling. My own First Mother wavers at the edge of my thoughts in
such moments, a feeling, a flicker just out of view.
The First Mothers cooed back, ever checking their lenses for
media updates. The callous indifference of teens and the complete
devotion of children: a paradox, an irony, no? But such is life.
Created then coddled then cast into work and world. Our First
Mothers too soon hand us off to Second Mothers, and then to the
schools. The Commonwealth seeds its stock widely, tends it carefully
through every stage. One cannot help but marvel at the efficiency.
When the shuttle was emptied and cleared for re-launch, I
boarded for Hearth in the hull just emptied of the children. I fancied I
still smelled them, their soft foods, their child products. But this was
surely imagination. As I prepared for sleep, I thought about the
woman I was seeking. She had been tended by someone, and for
someone important. She had remained unaltered, living in Capital
City no less. It did not take much imagination to anticipate what the
value of a gravid female might be out in the ROZ. Why she would be
eliminated and what value that might hold for Lavin Enders remained
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unclear. I drifted into shuttle sleep thinking at first of green eyes, and
finally of all those small children’s hands, gripping the hands of those
who would soon hand them away.
In the port at Hearth, ROZ security stopped me at the scan. I
am recently resolved to this. You will think this portends a weapon,
that it relates to my work in free agent recovery services, but not so. I
had seen it progressing. In the internals scan at Midway port, the spot
might have fit in my palm. At Hearth, I saw it had grown to the size
of my fist.
“You better get that taken care of, friend,” the security officer
told me. “You’re cutting it close. How long you planning to be here?”
“Not long,” I told him. “Not long.”
He told me to get it repaired right away. I expressed my
gratitude for the security internals scan and the excellent medical
repair that is the right of all governed citizens of the Commonwealth.
I believe I thanked the Governor himself. Port security is no place for
neutrality, particularly when one has a contract to fulfill.
In this way, I entered your fortification in this far smear of
installations in the ROZ. You have asked if I was aware of resistance
on Hearth prior to my arrival here, to which I can only reply that
where there are governed, there is resistance. I know nothing of the
particulars of this place, but the Midway case haunts me still. The
peculiar little man, the importance of his ideas to the resistance, I
cannot say. I entered Hearth easily. I found residence. Without
singular or persistent effort, I found the woman. The particulars of
this are not important. You must not imagine that one can be observed
in the company of a governed individual of Capital City who has been
designated as important to someone, likely a governing individual,
without significant investigation into your every action.
The woman, or should I say the girl, because that is how she
struck me when I found her on my third diurnal cycle here on Hearth,
was no challenge to discover. She stood behind rows of some crop,
waving a hydro-aerator over the leaves. I saw her from across the
structure. Your agri-structures impress upon me the power of the
Commonwealth, even in these remote stations. You will forgive my
digression, but this was my first trip to an agricultural zone. I saw her,
and I stood and marveled. An arc of shimmering reflective surface
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hovered over the growing areas as far as I could see. I saw hydro coils
and exchanges generating air so thick with nutrients I felt fed just
breathing. The governed of such places might well feel a sense of
special care about such work. The unrest one feels in ore zones and
industry zones comes like the taste of blood to the tongue. I felt no
unrest here. Yet I might have expected that something more
dangerous than unrest might be growing here among your leaves.
The sky under the growing surface teemed with calling and
buzzing and flying creatures dipping and rising from rows of leaves.
Nothing had prepared me for such a sight. I watched the woman
wetting the rows, her arms wet, her hair slick and shining. I had seen
her in data pix on my lens. I knew her face. She held no beauty in the
traditional sense. All the colors of her rubbed thin, no particular grace
in her movement. Yet, as I watched her, I felt some distant flash and
flicker at the periphery of my mind. I felt a pang in my chest as I
sometimes feel where the spot is growing from a thumb to a fist, the
place I once felt cracked open by the spark in Lavin Enders’ eyes.
You may imagine my surprise when she looked at me across
that space of wet and leaves and darting color and spoke my name.
“Ichiro,” she said. “We have expected you here.”
You may equally imagine my surprise when that world before
me suddenly fell dark, the moment when you struck me on the back
of the head with some implement. I have lain here and tried by the
shape of my pain and swelling to imagine it. Some tool for tending
growth turned to destruction. I can think of no better metaphor to
illustrate the circumstances that have brought our paths to cross here.
I expected the contract as promised: an easy find. Yet I might
have suspected the find was too easy. In the time I have spent here,
awaiting your decision, I have come to appreciate the sly simplicity of
your own side of this story. How better to instigate a trace on a
missing member of the governed than to attend an agricultural reps
meeting, and to ensure that one is observed in the presence of a
woman who will go missing immediately after your departure from
Capital City? You must have known they would not, could not send
GF. It would be some free agent.
The part that has tormented me as I have waited here is not
my own stupidity, but the artifice demanded by my contract. Why
find an unaltered female in the ROZ, then go through the trouble of
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extracting her, only to eliminate her? An eliminator would have
wasted no time. It had to be someone like me, someone who would at
least go through the motions of recovery, even if in preparation for
elimination. And so why?
I glimpsed the satellite room the first time I was transported
from my holding pen to your presence. The idea came to me clearly
and fully formed. I knew I would send communication back. I
suspected this would be my last message to anyone. Although I
dismantled the data board during the brief time I was able to lock
myself in the station, you will have been able to track the course of
the message. You will already have anticipated the recipient, but you
cannot know her response unless you know the message.
I know now that if I had gotten the woman to the port as
planned, her condition would have shown on the internal scan. I know
that this information would have been of more use to the resistance
than the woman herself. The very suggestion of an end to alteration.
Imagine it. The end of the entire hatch industry. Governed choosing
to produce more consumers of too few goods without means of
training them for labor. The end of wealth is signaled by the rise of
the commons, yes? You see, I did not fail to learn my Commonwealth
concepts in school.
My purpose here did not come immediately to me, but in time
to send a message, it did come. I know that the elimination of the
Governor’s own child by the GF would have been of more value to
the resistance than any other part of this story. And, for the first time,
I understand something about the spark behind the hardness in Lavin
Enders’ eyes. I have always thought that ambition alone justifies the
cutting away of everything and everyone. I suspect now that other
purposes may justify such actions.
You will imagine that I have reported finding the woman.
You may imagine that I have requested rescue. In truth, I have asked
for nothing. I have reported failure. I have reported the mark
eliminated prior to recovery effort. My reasons are simple. I have
given you time to reconsider. Your civil war can be waged without
the use of one woman and a child as spark to tinder.
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The spot in my chest multiplies, opening worlds. I will not be
long here. My thoughts return to the vision of the woman in the
garden. I beg you to consider it with me. Little justifies death more
than the idea of life growing wild somewhere.
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The Walking Stick
Maryfrances Wagner
I checked out books from the library, art collections with prints
loosely glued to the pages beside the descriptive copy. And when I
brought them back, the librarian said I could choose some of them
from the book. “We have many copies. Take what you like.” And I
could see the plates were detachable. “I’d like to show you a few
pieces of my own,” he said. He pulled out a clear Plexiglass box.
Inside was a walking stick. It was hooked up to a pack with the
option of battery or electrical current. The librarian pulled a lever on
the side and caused the insect to walk forward and backward. He
engaged it in sex without a partner. It looked alive, and it looked at
me and turned its head to suggest it was alive. A Frankenstein
walking stick stimulated over and over alone in a Plexiglass box
sealed shut. And anyone could watch
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Semiotics
Tyler Sheldon
The first time we try anything
in the back of your little two-door
ford it’s winter, and no matter
how we face each other, the roof
slopes low like a matron
over our heads. Frosted windshield
knifes at our backs. We declare
the evening a stalemate,
and the coupe, vindicated,
settles deeper into Kansas snow
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Take My Tune
Kevin Rabas
Bob Lichen liked Sousa tunes. They were his favorite. He waved
his small arms and hands and grasped his fingers in front of his chest
much like a T-Rex would. Bob was our band teacher, both for
marching, which he loved, and jazz band, which he did out of a love
of the history of music, its span, its reach, its melting pot of American
culture. In high school, you learn to love everything, and, though Bob
taught every tune like it was a march, we learned to love that way,
too, the way a Blakey tune or a Basie tune also marched. On drums,
we knew how the pulse moved, always forward, often rushed. I like to
hold back on the beat though, find a back pocket, pull instead of push.
Dan, lily white, wanted to be a funk drummer. Played everything
precise. Like needlework, he’d lay down his beats, play them for the
young black singer at our school who’d sometimes sit in, and
Rosalie’d grin, but I knew she liked me better, my way. Dan was a
show off.
Dan was two years younger than me, and he counted off beats like
a marching drummer: 1&2&3&4&, his tongue clicking in the roof of
his mouth: kek, kek, kek-kek-kek. He was more metronome than
man, but we all have our ways, and that was Dan’s. Sousa Bob
preferred Dan to me, partly because Dan said he wanted to go to
music school, but partly because Dan was a marching nut, loved
white chalk lines on football grass, had a kind of confidence people
loved, all that counting off, that tongue: click-click-click.
I am also white, but blue collar and shy. My dad works in
construction. But father would take us for ribs, take us for jazz, loved
black culture. Though from a farm, father took to the city, helped
build skyscrapers in KC. He had no illusions about the changes, the
differences between black and white. When his mentee fell through
an elevator shaft, my father went to the black funeral, where men and
women in Sunday suits hugged him close. My father never touches
anyone, but there, in that moment, he hugged back, cried. He loved
that African American man he was teaching, like a brother. My father
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never recovered from that fall, that funeral, that day. He bought me
drums.
Dan and I compete for tunes. Two of us, we must divide the sheet
music, vie for what we want to play. We both want “Birdland.” We
both want “Sing, Sing, Sing.” “Birdland” is based on groove, best
electric bassist of his time, Jaco Pastorius, laying down the groove,
and Alex Acuna on drums, holding back, but playing an infectious
groove, a cross stick on 1234, a bass drum comping madly, playing an
arrhythmic heart with the right foot. There’s a ballad we both want,
too, “Naima,” Coltrane’s tune for her first wife. It pulls at your body,
and Dan gets the chart first, but botches the feel, the quieter parts,
he’s hitting the cymbals too much with brushes, hitting when he
should be swishing, and Sousa Bob gives the tune to me, and Dan
flips his ballcap brim from backwards to forwards as a mask. I want
to give Dan back the tune, let him try again, but Sousa Bob has none
of it. “James,” he says, “the tune’s yours. You hold back and stir that
soup. Show Dan how, when we’re warming up.” Dan’s further
emasculated. When I try to show him, he instead plays funk licks on
his legs with sticks. There’s no showing someone who’s full of blue.
When morning jazz practice is done, my girlfriend comes by.
She’s Dan’s age, a sophomore, while I’m a senior. Her face glows.
Her face moves fast, like a bright bird’s, when she sees me with sticks
in hand. One thing she loves is me on drums. I even played a timpani
solo for her once, Sousa Bob’s keys in my pocket, late at night, and
Tamara kissed me and kicked off her shirt. Dan likes Tamara too, but
he understands. Sometimes a woman loves a man who holds back,
who sits with the beat, and Dan knows he digs women who only want
the spot, white light all around, faces like actor’s in the light, pancake
and foundation like thick paint. Tamara’s not like all that. Although
on student council and a soccer player, she’s no marble goddess.
She’s Rubenesque with her plumper curves. She only wears eyeliner.
She keeps a scrunchy in her hair. She loves me, and I love her, and
she’s all I ever want.
When the Jazz Cabaret comes around, the parents cooking pots of
spaghetti, the kids playing waiters in the gym, a fundraiser for band
trips, Dan’s still sore about “Naima,” and I pat him on the back, show
him a brushes swish pattern or two on the white table cloth, and he
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gets it, and grins, knowing next year when I’m gone, he gets first pick
at “Birdland” and “Naima” and “Sing, Sing, Sing,” while Deondre
will sit second chair.
The two weeks before cabaret pass, and Tamara falls out with me.
I leave her yellow roses in her garage on my final high school day.
(Seniors get out two weeks early.) Problem is I use her keypass to get
in, which she taught me, but her father thinks I’m a thief, and so she
breaks it off, when I had taken to a local college to stay near her. Her
father’s forbidden her from me, so I can’t hold her hand or hug her.
And when I call or come by, she says, he says no.
She looks sad in the audience, when I play. Sousa Bob calls
“Naima,” and I see Tamara cry a little in her seat. She wants to dance.
No one else is dancing. The floor’s open, and I see my chance. I say,
“Dan, take my tune,” and hand him my brushes, pristine, without one
kink. I know they’ll come back with bends in the wires. I walk across
the floor and take Tamara’s hand, and we pull into the middle of the
floor and dance close, Dan on drums, Sousa Bob almost choking at
my choice, at the brazenness of my stepping off the stand. I’ll hear
from him. There are tears in Tamara’s eyes, but drops of joy, and she
pushes her head against my chest, and I know this is the last time we
will dance, the last time we’ll be close
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Ode to Indian Railways
Debarun Sarkar
Indian railways is
like the congregation of a cathedral
Instead of Christ, the son of God
we worship, the mighty machines
and infrastructural planning, the Indian
state, the son of the British Raj.
We feel state machinery, organization
not when the inflation happens
or we see the usual Gandhi stamped notes
but when we walk into the railway stations, big and small.
ten thousand trains working, just right
waiting for an excuse to hike price
or privatize.
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[untitled train words]
Debarun Sarkar

TB 1
The wheels of the trains rattle
through the bodies of the passengers
/
TB 2
Silent vibrations
reverberate through bodies
as the train moves
at speed
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A LIFE JUST PASSES ON
Solamon Jacobs
I
We jumped to the start of our day amidst the untimely sounds of
barking dogs and a frenzied commotion from above. Pepper, with her
eyes still closed, crawled over to where I was attempting to succumb
to the waning clutches of the sandman, snuggled in my arms, and
buried her face in my chest. Azure, true to her inquisitive nature,
jumped out of bed like a jackrabbit on a warm spring day, crossed the
room, and stood on her tiptoes peering out the window intently.
Becoming extremely excited with what she saw, she informed us
without even turning in our direction of the situation at hand in a
volume that is anything but an inside voice. “There’s some really
happy looking men and big trucks outside. Come look, it’s so cool.
Look, look they’re climbing ladders.”
It was hard to completely understand her over the continuous
yipping of our smallest dog, Karma, and the deafening sound of our
tiger striped alarm the girls named Candy Cain. Azure, sensing the
loss of my undivided attention, ran full speed in our direction with a
mass of blond sleep-induced snarls trailing behind her and then
proceeded to take a swan dive onto the bed shaking the last bit of
sleep out of us. Pepper rubbed her eyes and looked at me in a
concerned manner, “Papa, I hungry, need go pee-pee.”
With Pepper on my hip and Azure leading the way, we made our
way out of their room, passed the bed I should have woken up in, and
carefully down the steepest set of stairs known to man. Once on the
ground floor Pepper wriggles out of my embrace and makes a beeline
to her potty, “I pee Papa. I pee.”
“Such a big girl.” It’s sure nice to not have to change diapers
anymore.
I’m reminded of Arizona as the soothing sounds of laughter and
Spanish become audible from behind the closed blinds as I make my
way into the kitchen. As I finish spreading the last bit of cream cheese
on two whole wheat bagels Pepper comes running in with her pull-up
around her ankles, “Papa, I no want that. That yucky. I want candy,”
she proclaimed with a straight face.
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As not to be outdone Azure rushed in almost knocking her sister
into the side of the stove, “I need my let-it-go vitamin. Remember I
get two and Pepper only one.” This was met with an instant argument
between the two spirited girls. Pepper feeling the injustice that
periodically surrounds her fragile little world chose to take up arms. I
had just enough time to put down the orange juice mid-pour and
impede her progress before she attempted to scratch out her taunting
sister’s eyes. If it wasn’t for the pull-up hindering her strides, Azure
would have come face to face with a wounded wildcat.
I picked up Pepper’s flailing little body and gave Azure a look
that could curdle milk, “That was a straight dick move. Why don’t
you go turn on Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles while I attempt to calm
down your sister and get breakfast on the table.”
She stormed off in a huff and surprisingly did as she was told.
Sensing she had the upper hand Pepper tried once again to request the
breakfast of champions, “I want candy, Papa.”
“And people in hell want ice water.”
After setting breakfast out for the two modern day hoodlums, and
opening the blinds to allow the sun to laminate otherwise dark
interior, it was time to turn my attention to the dogs. Pepper
proceeded to lick off all the cream cheese while Azure watched
intently out the window in an inquisitive attempt to deduce what
extravagant task was afoot. Holding both dogs by their collars I
struggled to keep my footing after getting through the door as they
both proceeded to pull me in two separate directions. Karma tried
with every ounce of her strength to run in any direction but towards
the workers, while Cain was intent on mauling the workers while
baptizing them in a loving shower of slobber. A worker scurried up
his ladder while the other three backed off out of the way from our
strange procession. The man on the ladder yelled playfully in our
direction, “Perro de diablo de rayas.”
“No, no es diablo. Su nombre es Caín,” I yelled over my shoulder
in an unauthentic manner while I finished putting the dogs on their
leads. My ability to speak Spanish seemed to amuse them and ease
their worries.
Who I took to be the crew leader came over and shook my hand,
“Dosis que su mordedura de perro?”
“Mientras no le cabrean.” This sarcastic comment was met with
group laughter. “No, él es un perro agradable, y sólo quiere jugar.”
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The tall skinny man on the ladder tilted his head to the side and
asked, “Por qué no estás en el trabajo?”
“No, mi esposa trabaja . Tengo cuidado de los niños y asistir a la
universidad.” This was met with wide eyes and an eerie kind of
silence. For some reason as I walked back towards the house, I was
overcome with a strange sense of shame at being a stay at home
father. I found myself feeling angry, insignificant, and somehow less
of a man. My life wasn’t always this boring.
II
¹The piercing sound of the screeching brakes can make even a
deaf man cover his ears, and you can always expect to feel the
vibration of the freight train in your bones as it approaches. The train
was being pulled by two units and was about a mile or so long. I call
this kind of train junk because it usually carries scrap metal, lumber,
oil, chemicals, and grain. When riding junk make sure you’re not in a
rush because this train stops in every little nook and cranny along the
way. Another drawback of riding this kind of train is sometimes the
car you are riding is just moving to another site and might drop you
off in the middle of nowhere. This, unfortunately, happened to me
once, but that’s a story for another time.
Having ridden this line a month prior, I knew that all southbound
trains would stop at this exact spot for a crew change. This allotted
me about three minutes to direct the greenhorns towards a rideable car
and help them load all their gear. I found two back-to-back rideable
grainers towards the end of the train. A grainer is a car that holds
grain; some of them have a four-foot porch on them with a hole
between two metal crossbeams that allows you to stash your gear in,
and even hide if you are small enough. Not wanting their pointless
chitter-chatter to take away from the serenity of the ride that lay
ahead, I chose to take this trip in a separate car. Before proceeding to
the car that trailed theirs I attempted to ease their troubled minds.
“I will climb the ladder to the top of the grainer, walk along the
top of the car, and then come down the ladder on the other side to
check on you.” I gave them the rolling tobacco and papers and said,
“I’ll be back for a smoke.”
At that point, I could see in their eyes that they were a little less
freaked out about me leaving them to fend for themselves. I heard the
sweet sound of the brakes airing up and jogged to my car. As the
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shale crunched underneath my boots a smile crept across my face.
“Here we go again.”
Leaning back on my pack, I watched a world fly on by that was
unaware of my mere existence. Cars stopped at the railroad crossing,
school buses dropping off kids to their parents waiting on the porch,
and countless houses flew on by all looking just the same. In the blink
of an eye, the people and houses were just a faded memory, and all
that was visible was yellow poplar with its bright yellow leaves
blowing in the wind. Soon this gave way to chinquapin shrubs that
lined the tracks, and pecan trees as far as my eyes could see. I took a
shot of whiskey and thought to myself, what I wouldn’t give for a
camera.
Azure looked across the table at me through the eye slits she had
cut into a Play-Doh mask, and asked me in a muffled voice, “Next
time take my camera with you so you can bring me back pictures.”
I couldn’t help but laugh at her inability to grasp time in a linear
fashion. In my adult serious face, I replied, “Thank you, I’ll keep that
in mind next time.”
III
I stood up and realized that we were amidst a disaster zone. “Girls
it’s time to get our clean the house on.” This was met with groans and
minor protests, but once there was bluegrass pumping through all the
speakers within the house they went about their chores right alongside
me. The end results of our actions were by no means instantaneous,
because we always seemed to stop for dance party breaks, pretend
band practices, and the recurring fight over what toys each believed
needed to be put away. I picked up Pepper due to the latter occurrence
and proceeded to vacuum with her on a hip. As I did, I could not help
but notice the gawking workers marveling at my presumed
“motherly” actions that seemed to come forth as a second nature to
me. I understood the drastic ethnic background differences viewing
my actions would pose for them, but there was no need to make their
disapproval so apparent.
After turning off the vacuum cleaner, I set down Pepper and
encouraged her to help her sister clean up the remaining toys with the
promise of some cartoons once it was accomplished. I couldn’t help
but notice Azure hard at work, picking up a single toy at a time and
painstakingly walking them halfway across the room to deposit it in
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the toy box. “Hey Bobo, if you help me with the dishes I’ll tell you
another story.” Azure’s eyes lit up with more luminescence than that
of the Aurora Borealis. She dropped the toy that was currently in her
hands and immediately started running in my direction.
IV
Waking up to the loud sound of a boxcar being uncoupled from
the front part of the freight train is not an ideal way to start the day. I
shot out of my sleeping bag quickly and stuck my head out of the
boxcar door just in time to see the two units that were pulling the
freight train heading off along their way. Rubbing the sleep out of my
eyes to watch my only mode of transportation leave me in the dust
until it was nothing but a speck on the horizon was all I could bring
myself to do in the current situation. I shook the cobwebs out of my
still groggy head, gingerly jumped on to the shale lining the tracks,
shaded my eyes from the sun with a shaking hand, and gazed around
to assess my overall situation. The wind swirled around forming a
dust devil picking up sand in its wake and conveniently deposited its
grainy passenger into my unprepared eyes. When the unwanted
irritant was wiped away the situation that presented itself made my
jaw drop; there was nothing but barren desert as far as my blurry
watering eyes could see. Crap, better go ahead and wake up The
Lorax. He’s just going to love the wonderful news.
The sound of The Lorax sawing logs assaulted my ears before I
had fully climbed back into the boxcar. How could that overweight
middle-aged home-bum sleep through all that noise? It’s a very tricky
process waking up The Lorax. To give you an idea of the task that lay
ahead, he’s a short stocky sawed-off Irish man, covered in hair from
head to toe, and sadly tends to wake up with in a violent nature. From
what I can gather from his constant ramblings, he was raised in the
comfy confines of a juvenile reform school, and upon his release
proceeded to hustle the mean streets of Chicago. It's only one man's
opinion, but he can’t have more than two brain cells left, and they
must be continually preoccupied fighting each other over added
space. I took a long deep breath fully aware that it might be my last,
slowly walked over to his sleeping bag and with all my might kicked
him square in the ass. As I quickly jumped back, he came on out of
that bag swinging for the fences; drool was flying everywhere, his
dirty red hair was sticking straight up in the air, and then he hit me
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directly in my bony chest so fierce that it sent my spindly frame
flying backwards until the wall of the boxcar impeded my progress.
He laughed as if pleased with himself, lit a cigarette, blew his nose on
his shirt, and then addressed me in a deep whisky voice, "Are we in
Yuma yet?"
Azure stopped washing the plate she had in her hand and looked
over at me as I was drying a cup. “Papa, I would of got up and ninja
kicked him in the face.”
A smile crept across my face, “I bet you would have.” Pleased
with my response she went back to meticulously washing the plate
she had been soaping up for the last couple minutes.
V
I spent most of the afternoon in between watching Pepper hang
on for dear life as Azure drove their supped up Power Wheel Jeep
around our gravel driveway in a death-defying manner, and then
painting themselves with marinara sauce while we were attempting to
make homemade pizza for lunch. I took the opportunity to lay back
and relax while they blew bubbles in the grass field behind our house.
…I found myself overwhelmed by the pungent smell of freshly
cut grass, which always seemed to result in uncontrollable fits of
sneezing. Once the unwanted irritant had subsided I took a pull of my
half empty bottle of whisky, laid back on the soft well-manicured
green grass, and gazed up at the awe-inspiring Colorado sky. The
ivory white clouds moved at an accelerated rate across their dark blue
canvas on that mild summer day. Boulder lies within the Rocky
Mountains, so at that elevation, it almost seems like you have the
ability to just reach out and touch the sky. My nature-induced
euphoria was cut short when Sadie May kicked me playfully in the
side. She threw a large canister onto my lap and sat down beside me. I
looked down at the present she had so graciously bestowed upon me.
“What’s this?”
Her blue eyes twinkled and a smile crept across her round face
that was framed by blond wisps of hair. “It’s bear mace. My uncle
Mark’s a forest ranger and he wants me to use it for protection. He’s
paranoid about me hanging out downtown and thinks I’m vulnerable
because of my age and gender. To tell you the truth, he might just
have a crush on me.”
“Tell him to get in line behind the rest of the town.”
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There was a picture of the largest most gruesome grizzly bear
known to man on the front of the can, and a warning label on the back
that spelled out in bold letters, Not for Use on Humans. We laughed
at the warning and I couldn’t help but wonder if this could stop a bear
what would it do to a human, and what color is it?
Sadie May gave me a long ponderous look. “Are you thinking
what I’m thinking?”
“Most likely. Put that mace in your purse before you get yourself
arrested.”
After packing up my gear and throwing my drum across my
shoulders she accompanied me on my way up to the outdoor mall. We
always got the strangest looks from people when we walked together.
She was a tall, well-dressed young woman, and you would have a
hard time nailing down which rock I crawled out from under. You
really couldn’t blame people for almost breaking their necks
attempting to visually figure us out. She always seemed to be
oblivious to their presence, and content with having me as her only
company. The sound of her high heels resonated up off the concrete
sidewalk and back and forth between the buildings surrounding the
outdoor mall until we reached the place I always busked, Pearl Street
Pub & Cellar.
The sun bid us adieu before disappearing behind the gothic style
courthouse to the west, leaving only buzzing streetlamps and neon
signs to illuminate the surface of the Pearl Street Mall. Sadie May
took off her heels and danced around as best she could in her pencil
skirt as I played every song in my arsenal.
Pepper came up and sat on my chest dumping what was left of
her bubbles all over me, and Azure stood over me with a puzzled
look. “Who is Sadie May, is she one of our aunt?”
“No, she’s just a strong woman from my past. You remind me of
her in more ways than one.”
“I can’t wait to meet her when we move back to Oregon.”
“Yah, I would love to see her again. Okay, girls, its nap time.”
This was met with their own individual predisposed protests. “If we
all take a nap, then when we open our eyes again mommy will be
home from work.”
“Will you read us a book?”
“Of course, I will.”
I cuddled up next to them in their bed and opened up a book.
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VI
¹…We pulled into Natchitoches, and I got off and found the boys.
I handed them my pack, “This train will stay here for about ten
minutes. If I miss the train, just throw off my gear.” It wasn’t until
heading back with a six pack, smokes, and a pint of Old Crow that I
noticed the freight train was leaving me behind.
Carrying a six pack in my right hand and a pint of whisky in my back
pocket, I shot towards that train like a bull closing in on the color red.
The train was going about ten miles an hour when I got alongside. I
had been told to never jump on a freight train if you can’t count the
bolts of the wheels many times in my life, but I chose to throw
caution to the wind on this day. I ran along the side of the train trying
to time my jump and grab onto the ladder with one hand. I had only
one free hand because I was not going to waste the six-pack that I
held in the other. I bit my lip and jumped. My free hand grasped one
of the ladder’s crossbeams, and I held on for dear life. My lower body
flew back with the momentum of the train and slammed against the
side of the grainer. At this point, the beer became irrelevant because I
needed both hands to deal with the fact that my legs were about to be
caught underneath the wheels of the train. I dropped that beer like a
bad habit, pushed off the side of that grainer with my newly freed
hand, and braced for impact. I picked myself off the shale just in time
to watch the train leave me behind. Then I came to the humbling
realization, “Those kids forgot to throw my gear off the train.”
My heart sunk into my stomach, and then my ears started to heat
up. If you have never had the privilege of traveling across the United
States with nothing but a backpack on your back, you will have a hard
time grasping the grave situation I now found myself in. This meant
that if Mother Nature chose to rain, I would be without a tarp to keep
myself dry. When I found myself drenched to the bone, I would be
without a dry change of clothes. To make matters even worse, even if
the rain didn’t come I would be without the one true comfort I allotted
myself, my sleeping bag. There is no use in crying over spilled beer,
so I made up my mind to catch that train at all costs. I quickly made
my way to the road that ran adjacent to the railroad tracks. There was
a blue Cadillac speeding my way, so I placed myself in the middle of
the road and waved my hands high in the air. The blue Cadillac hit its
brakes and came to a screeching halt no more than five feet in front of
me. I was lucky it didn’t hit me because I would have been a goner
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for sure. A little old Cajun woman with white hair and thick rimmed
glasses rolled down her windows and said, “What be troubling you
young’un?”
I responded in a weak voice, “I need you to help me catch a
train.”
“Boy, gets on in, youse wastin’ daylight.”
The next thing I knew we were doing eighty miles an hour
chasing down that train. When we were about ten miles down the
road, we spotted a train slowing down at a station. Before I got all the
way out of the car the little old Cajun woman stuffed an envelope in
my hand. I put it in my pocket, “Thank you.”
As I left she gave me some words of advice, “God’s good, all da
time.”
The train had slowed down to about five miles an hour, and
without the burden of my gear, there wasn’t any problem hopping on.
I climbed on about ten cars from where I hoped my gear was residing.
I went up the ladder, across the top, and down the other side about
nine times. I crossed the top of the tenth car, looked down, and came
to a grave realization. This was not my train. I lay down on my back,
looked at the setting sun, and watched the trees fly on by. I put the
bottle to my lips, took a large drink, and then remembered about the
envelope. The envelope contained two hundred and fifty dollars and a
note that said, “You can only truly be free when you have nothing.” I
shrugged my shoulders and dropped my head. I have never felt this
free in my entire life.
Pepper had already fallen asleep before Azure told me, “I want to
go on adventures like that when I grow up and be the world best
writer.”
I smiled at her as I got up from the bed. “I’m sure you will. I got
to go now, because I feel inspiration knocking.”
“Who’s knocking, Papa?”
“No one’s knocking, honey. I just think it’s about time to write a
new short story. Now you go get some sleep. I love you.”
She smiled and laid her precious head on her pink pillow, “I love
you more, Papa.”
I sat at my computer and the words just seemed to flow out. It
was almost like they had already been written. “We jumped to the
start of our day amidst the untimely sounds of barking dogs and a
frenzied commotion from above. Pepper with her eyes still closed
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crawled over to where I was attempting to succumb to the waning
clutches of the sandman, snuggled in my arms, and buried her face in
my chest. Azure true to her inquisitive nature jumped out of bed like a
jackrabbit on a warm spring day, crossed the room, and stood on her
tiptoes peering out the window intently. Becoming extremely excited
with what she saw, she informed us without even turning in our
direction of the situation at hand in a volume that is anything but an
inside voice."

¹Excerpts from “Cajun Angel”, published in the Flint Hills Review Issue Twenty,
2015.
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from My Grunge of 1991
Dennis Etzel Jr.
Jim suggests we move away from the apartment,
since we are no longer safe now. Just bring this guy
in! Later in the infirmary,
I introduce myself.
Later, when I go to fetch something, I find myself in
Collins Park. Lay your head down. Let's build a
funeral pyre out of the desiccated conventions piled
around us and watch the ancient, spangle-feathered,
unkillable phoenix rise from the ashes.
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Like priests in a town of agnostics, they still
command a certain residual prestige. Lionheart.
Lithium. Little of the frenetic activity it generates
ever reaches outside that closed group.
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Long wind. Looking at those trading cards can
transport me. Lounge act. Meanwhile, I lie about my
pleasure with progress in the business world of
hamburgers. Mix poetry with the other arts, especially
music. Morbid/ glamour of the singular. Mortal
thoughts.
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Now the boss shouts at me from the back as my
silence multiplies. Often its didactic points are made
in the form of long monologues and polemics and are
just those aspects by which literary critics have often
deemed it a marginal kind of fiction — a crossbreed
of tract made palatable as literature through a poorly
and hastily constructed romance. Oleander: coral /
from lipstick ads in the 50’s. On a plain.
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Once more attacked, this time by memory sent to kill.
One harps continually / because she may have missed
her cue. One notion, recognizable, with temperament
and bluster / for real. One of the philosophies of my
scene is authenticity. Order the firing of photon
torpedoes at specific coordinates, revealing Romulan
ships.
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Notes:
“Jim suggests”
Sentence 5: Song title from Screaming Trees’ Uncle Anesthesia
released on January 29,
1991. Fair Use.
Sentence 6: From Dana Gioia's 1991 "Can Poetry Matter?" Used with
permission by author.
“Like priests”
Sentences 1 and 4: From Dana Gioia's 1991 "Can Poetry Matter?"
Used with permission by author.
Sentence 2: A film from 1991. Fair Use.
Sentence 3: Song title from Nirvana’s Nevermind released on
September 24, 1991. Fair Use.
“Long wind”
Sentence 1: From Rae Armantrout’s poem “Range” from
Necromance, Sun & Moon, 1991. Used with permission from
author.
Sentence 3: Song title from Nirvana’s Nevermind released on
September 24, 1991. Fair Use.
Sentence 5: From Dana Gioia's 1991 "Can Poetry Matter?"Used with
permission from author.
Sentence 6: From Rae Armantrout’s poem “Necromance” from
Necromance, Sun & Moon, 1991. Used with permission from
author.
Sentence 7: A film from 1991. Fair Use.
“Now the boss shouts”
Sentence 2: From Frances Bartkowski's Feminist Utopias (U of
Nebraska Press 1991). Used with permission from author.
Sentence 3: From Rae Armantrout’s poem “The Garden” from
Necromance, Sun & Moon, 1991. Used with permission from
author.
Sentence 4: Song title from Nirvana’s Nevermind released on
September 24, 1991. Fair use.
“Once more attacked”
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Sentence 2: From Rae Armantrout’s poem “Range” from
Necromance, Sun & Moon, 1991. Used with permission from
author.
Sentence 3: From Rae Armantrout’s poem “Range” from
Necromance, Sun & Moon, 1991. Used with permission from
author
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Airplane
Kyle Granzow
Samuel eyed the person opposite him with mounting disdain. A
young woman, babbling and sobbing and pleading and promising to
herself that she’d never do something this foolish again. Well, he
thought, it’s a bit too late for that. For the two of them were already
at 30,000 feet, and any moment now the light would turn green and
signal that it was time to make the jump. Samuel wondered where this
woman’s boyfriend was; surely someone who was this petrified at the
thought of skydiving wouldn’t have come up alone. Who was coaxing
her along?
To his irritation, when the coordinator came and queued everyone
up, this weeping, pulchritudinous figure was in front of him, and
Samuel himself was at the back of the line. Typical. She balked again
when it came time to make the actual jump, and Samuel was
markedly satisfied when he pushed her out the door.
Finally, Minnie thought to herself, I get to do something
adventurous and exciting! She watched out the tiny porthole as the
horizon became lower and more distant. She couldn’t help herself
from giving a squeal that was equal parts apprehension and
anticipation. She knew that the length of time between launch and
leap would be interminable without something to pass the time, so she
turned to her fellow skydivers and gushed about how happy she was
to be breaking the monotony of her dull secretarial lifestyle. She went
on at length about how usually the most exciting part of her day was
when something was filed out of place, no thanks to the incompetent
bumblers in every department except hers, really now, if it wasn’t for
her the whole place would fall apart, oh, and about how office gossip
never really held much interest for her, but my oh my Alice certainly
did enough gossiping for the both of them anyway, and somebody has
to keep their mind on their business and not everyone else’s, you
know, and perhaps if little Alice wasn’t spending so much time about
Mr. Henley’s office she might actually get something done once in a
while instead of fluttering her eyelashes and making small talk around
the water cooler, and about how much she wished she’d picked a
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better field to study than Business, but her parents had roped her into
it and –
Green light abruptly flooded the narrow compartment. It seemed
to Minnie that there was a marked look of relief on the faces of the
jumpers.

The engines screamed to life as the plane surged off the runway
and roared into the air. Speeds the likes of which cheetahs only
dreamed propelled the craft upward, higher and higher, into the lovely
blue welkin. Flames exploded from wing-mounted engines, leaving
contrails as the plane climbed – a pair of white lines to mark the
passage from ground to sky.
Herman, the pilot of this lovely craft, had landed and taken off a
hundred thousand times, but to him each new takeoff was a rite of
passage, a middle finger in the face of gravity, an ever-renewing
testament to mankind’s unyielding spirit of exploration and
adventure.
So one can imagine how difficult it was for him to watch this rite
of passage being bungled by the hijackers whose methodology for
such seemed to be nothing more than “add more throttle”. Of course,
Herman had plenty to say on the matter, but the duct tape that was
wrapped soundly around his mouth rather got in the way. He only
found himself more and more grateful that the autopilot would kick in
soon.
At knifepoint he instructed the criminals in how to operate the
radio. “This is Delta Charlie Kilo Niner Niner Epsilon, informing you
that we have a plane full of hostages and are giving you a choice!
Meet our demands or never see them again!”
Herman rolled his eyes as ever-increasing demands for ludicrous
amounts of money and guarantees of safe passage were made. He
wondered if the passengers even knew anything was amiss. For any
moment now, the autopilot would take the plane over the jump zone,
the passengers’ light would turn green, and the hijackers would
quickly find their leverage parachuting gaily to the ground below.
“You realize, don’t you, that this is going to be a fun and exciting
experience for us?” wheedled the man. The woman he was talking to
remained stoic, arms crossed and immovable. “A bonding sort of
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thing? A…er, what was it Dr. Leiman said? You know, dear, at
marriage counseling last week…”
She didn’t so much as acknowledge him. It would be difficult to
tell that she had noticed him saying anything at all. He soldiered on
regardless; perhaps he was used to this kind of treatment.
The other passengers, however, were tiring of this frankly
ignominious display of marital disharmony. The man continued to
attempt to break through the woman’s stony exterior all the way up.
Given how still and rigid she had been, it was a wonder that she even
moved when the signal came for the jumpers to clear the plane.
She gave an annoyed grunt as, even while they were descending,
he continued to try to get her to talk. She had planned this all out
before, though, and interrupted him by saying those words she had so
carefully chosen.
“Tom. I’m leaving you. And you’ll have no say in the matter.
You see, I’m not going to deploy my parachute. Goodbye.”
“If I pull that mask off, would you die?”
“It would be extremely painful.”
“You’re a big guy!”
“For you.”
Adam rolled his eyes. Ever since that goddamn movie came out,
there was always a pair of jokers on his plane who considered
themselves the height of comedy for spewing quotes from it just
before jumping out of a plane. He glared pointedly at the pair of
young men – college-age at best – but they were, of course, too
wrapped up in their little game to notice.
He was getting impatient. He had come up here to supervise the
passengers, but watching idiots pretend to be in the movies wasn’t
technically breaking any of the rules. Still, he could justify this by
saying that they were holding up the line and being a nuisance to the
other passengers. And so, without further ado, he rose and shoved one
of the men out of the plane. “Would you knock it off and get serious?
Christ! You kids and your movies.”
The gaping look on the face of the others suggested that he had
done something very, very terrible. “Bradley!” yelled one of the
others, and he stuck his head out of the side of the plane in a vain
attempt to get Bradley’s attention. The other passengers turned and
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furiously glared at Adam, who quickly put up a wall of standoffish
irritation.
“Yeah, well, so what? Y’all come up here to jump, anyway, he
just got a head start.”
“Not Bradley!” said one of the guys. The light turning red seemed
to be an external expression of his wrath. “He wasn’t going to jump!
He just came to see us off!” Adam backed against the wall as a
handful of the other men swarmed around him. Rather belatedly, he
realized that he didn’t have a parachute, either.
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Prohibition is vogue in India, again
Debarun Sarkar
Its vogue again to talk about
prohibition, in India.
It becomes vogue every other decade.
But this decade remember,
prohibition of alcohol is not tied
to women's issues or some religious
revivalism, only.
The real reason the government bans
alcohol is because
they are scared of Molotov cocktails.
Internal security advisor
confessed this to undisclosed sources
while sipping on Jack Daniels
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Governor’s Dirt
Kevin Rabas
I pull a weed out of a driveway crack, get a little
dirt under my nails, remember
how Governor Sam Brownback has a jar
of dirt from the family farm, has a little bit
of dirt put under
his nails
when they’re manicured each week,
touch of home, touch of work, touch of dirt
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Lessons
Tyler Sheldon
Monday
A student pulls me aside to talk.
He’s joining the Army Reserve,
won’t be submitting his final project.
He proceeds to miss every class
without another word.
Tuesday
I grade. One student
has half his paper in white font:
mock invisibility, non sequitors.
The rest: too short to count
for much. He writes: I sure hope
this doesn’t affect my grade!
Wednesday
I show the class online research.
We talk about the death penalty.
The lights are off all class.
One student says, wow,
this sure is dark. I wonder
just what he means.
Thursday
For an attendance question,
I ask what the class will do
after college. They think
hard. Only a few begin
to write. One student says,
Mr. S, why do you ask
such hard questions?
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Friday
The class refuses my offer
to start the weekend
a few minutes early. We
have lots to talk about,
they say. Join us.
Let’s talk.
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Tomatoes
Joan McNerny
In the corner of Best Foods
sit gleaming towers of tomatoes.
Organically grown in fine
“gated communities” far from
toxic sprays, cheap fertilizers.
High above common rabble
produce, many of these tomatoes
will go on to Harvard or Yale.
So what if their price tag is high!
Jammed packed full of antioxidants
they will not linger on the vine.
Feast your eyes upon these healthy
specimens. Note rosy glowing
skins without poisonous additives.
Gourmets check out organic labels
for vitamin rich food harvested
au natural without preservatives.
These are red-blooded American
tomatoes with no “identity crisis”
about being fruits or vegetables.
Go ahead get fresh, pick one up
and devour a few juicy nibbles.
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Mr. Spivey’s Used Bookstore
Maryfrances Wagner
The street’s alive with cinnamon popcorn. It hangs, it lodges, it
moves through the crowd, luffing and mugging whatever it touches.
Gravel skids into the curb away from feet, away from cars swerving
to miss the gulp and echo of road plates. Chatter floats.
We stare into the empty windows of Spivey’s old bookstore, where
leather books waited on dusty shelves, botanical illustrations lay
heaped in long drawers,
binding string still clinging. Mr. Spivey sat in his wooden chair,
smoked cigars and stared through thick, black spectacles. He moved
like a sloe loris, and browsers often were startled to come up next to
him and see that he was real. We move on down the street toward
other places to browse, a little something of Mr. Spivey going along
with us.
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Words in Fashion
Tina Hacker
“Awesome”
with a false
sense of security
raises its head
above savannah grasses
guillotined
by whims of wind.
“Fantastic”
deafens like a peacock
sports a gaudy display
breaking its cover
attracts predators
that devour it.
“Spectacular”
flashes lightning
a quick spark
burning an acacia tree
or two but
soon forgotten.
“Cool“
rains down
year
after year
after year.
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Tyler Sheldon
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Alan
Montana Loibl
Hello Everyone, I’m here to tell you
A short but thorough review
Of my life, the life of Alan Turing
Of my achievements and of my suffering.
I hail from a section of London
Where life was happy and exultant,
But traveling was quite frequent
Father being in the military led to no disagreement.
Still I went to school like a normal boy
That is where I found math and science, my true joy.
At 16, I condensed a theory from Einstein
It was no assignment, but done in my past time.
Sorrow soon engulfed my life
Losing my dear friend at what price?
Christopher Morcom, my love, had died
And an atheist, I became with much pride.
From there I attended King’s College,
There in Cambridge, I found peace in the knowledge
After studying probability theory, I attended Princeton
Where I attained my PH.D and published my work for England.
But what I did next was so grand,
The world and I didn’t truly understand
I designed the first commercially available computer
But as World War II broke out, I joined as a decoder.
It was the German Enigma, it was unbreakable
I worked relentlessly until the unthinkable
The code was broke, the job was done
My decoder, “The Bombe”, had won
I was praised but awarded in secrecy
For the sake of country and democracy.
But even with the praise and fame
It was my secret that destroyed my name.
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I lost my job and all respect
verbally mocked, I am a reject.
I tried to tell my partner but I could not,
I was under house arrest, left to rot.
You see, being what I was in 1950,
Was illegal, I was seen, as unequal.
I was charged in court for homosexuality in 1952
Sentenced to one year of hormone treatment to “undo”.
The pain and embarrassment that came,
My life would never be the same.
With the start of summer now in June
I could only see my house, trapped in my room.
What happened next, I cannot disclose
But a small apple with cyanide I chose.
Only a few bites is all I needed,
I gave a lot , but left defeated.
I am Alan Turing,
This was my life and my suffering.
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Crummy Ideas
Ashley Feist
My mind is on fire and I can’t tell you
how many times I’ve been back to this place.
Everything is a circle
a repeated cycle, bottomless spiral.
My thoughts jump all over my brain.
I tip my head and spill them out onto the floor,
crackers drop under a crowd of footsteps with
no way to get my Ritz fixed and put back together.
Ideas are crumbs at the bottom of my soul.
And at the bottom of my soul
I stand in the middle of a tornado with 26 letters swirling.
R, S, and T stick together in a clump, bumping into X, Y, and Z.
L, M and N start mushing into L-M-N ate
el-im-inate space bars and breathing hazards.
Letter formations in words with punctuations.
My mind is racing. Infinite thoughts of the need for words.
The starvation for the words hurts. I have to put them together!
I stick my hand in, swirling tornado,
twisting 26 individual letters around my arm.
An alphabet tattoo spiraling from my fingers,
up my arm, my neck, reaching for my tongue.
Speak the ink.
Speak ink.
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They’re sucking me into the storm.
Feet unstable, unsewn from the earth below me
I will be blown to the sky above me,
but the storm stops
spinning. Turns words to a thick cloud.
Letters rain down and words swarm. (in whispers)
Drops
drip
ink
into my pen
and I write everything
that walks into my brain.
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Menningers Brought Us All to Topeka
Kevin Rabas
Over pink steak in the faculty lounge
on the poet’s night out
Avery says, “Menningers brought us all
to town. My father worked there,” and Mechery
says his mother did. Everyone in psychology,
psychiatry. What I don’t tell them
is I’m also here because of Menningers,
white-wall prison for the cloudy-minded.
I spent my night there, then drew up papers.
It’s crazy to stay, too crazy to stay.
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Morning After
Zach Palmer
My finger traced the line of her skin like an artist would
worship their masterpiece as I sat there awake. The taste of whiskey
and cheap beer still fresh on my tongue. It was moments like these
that made me think back to how I got to this point in life, where
things may have been askewed. As I stared into the outside world
from this unfamiliar bed, I noticed a few cracks along the white frame
of the window that so desperately needed painted. I thought this was
funny seeing as the one laying next to me was quite a talented painter
herself, but somehow housework seemed to escape her talents. This
wasn't something I really minded, my writing came in spurts which
left me with restless nights and various bits of free time. The dishes
were always what I hated enduring the most, there was no dishwasher
which meant I was to become the dishwasher which also meant
various food particles sloshing their way onto my pruny fingers. Just
the thought of the soggy food making contact with my flesh made me
quiver.
This lifestyle was not unfamiliar to me, college was certainly
a point in time in my life. However, that point in time may not have
been considered successful by any means. I felt accomplished when I
started making my first publications, but flinched at thought of actual
degree work. Six long and uneventful years went by until my parents
finally cut me off and told me to give up and get a job. I did as I was
told. I remember the girl that preferred me around that time. She lay
in bed just as the artist next to me did.
Her vibrant red hair was always something of a mystery to
me. I had assumed she dyed it when I wasn't looking yet never once
did I see it ever fade. That ability of secrecy was quite intriguing to
me and perhaps part of the reason I stuck around for as long as I did.
Her smile was bright enough to make the sun rays jealous and her
tattoos found their way to every piece of porcelain skin. Her pale
complexion was always made greater by the makeup she wore, but
then she would complain about never being able to tan. The constant
self-maintenance was a warning sign for me, she never seemed
satisfied with herself and so deep down I wondered if there were the
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same feelings about me. One morning we walked alongside a lake
that had a manmade beach, the closest we could get to an ocean in the
midwest, and I had ended our relationship right there. I never saw her
again.
The bed let a gasp of fresh air as I stood up and the window
had caught my mindless attention once again. This time not the frame
but the dusty blinds that could hide me from the outside world. They
seemed so lonely without use and the summers have gone by and
begged them dull, I imagine what they might have been like in their
prime: quick and lustrous. These powerful blinds that can shield me
from the rest of the world or force me to embrace it, such things go
easily unnoticed and for a moment I take time to appreciate the old
blinds. Opening and closing them and letting the dust fly freely into
the air to find a new home to reside. As the blinds click open once
again I notice the bakery below me turned on its "open" sign at the
exact same time.
What an interesting coincidence that at this very moment
where I would be looking, that sign would shine on. I supposed life
was full of interesting coincidences such as these. One that
immediately came to mind was while driving down a street at night
and the overhead street light shuts off right as I would pass under it. I
thought that this particular event may happen an abnormal amount of
times to me in particular but then again they are simply coincidences.
I always thought driving at night far surpassed driving during the day.
Less traffic wasn't the only reason for this, no, instead there
were less people in general. Not as many pedestrians, nor police cars
patrolling and so I could ease a bit while driving at night. The idea of
exceeding the speed limit for a little thrill was more appealing at
night, less chance I would get caught or slowed down by grandparents
and their oddly colored station wagons. Ah, grandparents. Haven't
thought of those folks in a while. I wondered how my stepgrandfather was doing with his declining health. I couldn't imagine he
would last the summer in his current state. That means there might be
a funeral soon, something to certainly keep in mind. Funerals never
really made sense. Death doesn't really seem like something we
should mourn or celebrate. When I was younger I remember my
mother telling me in her stern voice that death is simply a part of life.
That idea was preposterous as well. People don't mourn life either and
we all decorate ourselves in that awful black.
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Such a color should never be made into clothing, everything
stands out on it. Dandruff is ever apparent in a black shirt and it gets
so hot so easily. Only in arctic lands should such a color of clothing
exist and even then the snow would get all over it, imperfecting the
dark color. I also wondered why there were some people referred to
as "black". Their skin is the color of dark brown at best, never could
they reach that state of perfect black. I started picking at my
fingernails with my teeth, a habit I had acquired at such a young age
that was too stubborn to abandon me. I was not chewing my nails as I
find that behavior repulsive but simply trimming the excess skin
around each nail not out of practicality really but primarily out of
habitual tradition. This action lets me think even deeper on things.
Not much thought required for biting.
There was a coffee mug on the nightstand with the words
"Fuck off until I have my morning cup" inscribed along the side of it.
I felt the words "morning cup" on the nightstand was quite
contradictory of each other and following that same theme the mug
was currently being used for soaking paint brushes rather than coffee.
This mug was simply hypocritical, as it was not even a coffee mug at
this moment yet it wants me to wait until it used for coffee to begin
communication. How about you fuck off yourself coffee mug? The
mug however did represent a great deal of the painter's mind though.
Using things for practicality over its intended purpose. Thus there is a
vase downstairs being used as a water cup, perhaps that changed to
liquor last night but memory couldn't serve justice on that thought.
My chewing was too enthusiastic as I felt the taste of iron
rush over my tongue. Blood gathered in small droplets around the
corner of my thumb. I simply watched the droplets unite together and
let gravity push them over the edge of the nail and fall to the floor.
Such a long process for no real result as more droplets rushed to take
their place. I sat back down on the corner of the bed and the spring
sang their rusty song in refusal. I looked around the bedroom once
more and wondered how many times this has happened. How many
times had I sat on a stranger’s bed like this thinking over things? How
many times had I entered someone's home, the place they have built
up themselves to be their retreat or sanctuary? How many times have
I been in other's rooms they made to keep them safe?
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How many times have I woken up next to someone I killed?
Many. Sunlight, no longer jealous of the girl's smile, crept through the
recently undusted blinds and gave the bland room a yellow tint. I
gathered up my things and headed out, the world looking in through
that window. Fresh bread sounded enjoyable.
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Experiment Log
Kyle Granzow
Secretary at City Water office: Caucasian, female, blonde, 5’9”, wore
red dress, pain threshold of 6/10. Screamed, passed out, was
used and disposed of.
Detective McConnely: African-American, male, bald, 5’9”, wore
black uniform, pain threshold of 8/10. Resisted, tried not to
scream, torn in half before disposal.
6 AM Jogger: Caucasian, female, brunette, 5’9”, wore sweats and
tank top, pain threshold of 5/10. Kicked, bit, and snarled like a
wild dog. Head torn from shoulders with bare hands.
7 AM Jogger: Caucasian, female, blonde, 5’9”, wore jumpsuit, pain
threshold of 4/10. Went limp, begged for release, ground into
fine paste after use.
Agent Marcellus: Male, Caucasian, 5’9”, wore FBI uniform, pain
threshold of 6/10. Drawn and quartered.
Herman Ginsley: Male, Caucasian, 5’9”, wore polo shirt and slacks,
pain threshold 4.5/10. Decapitated instantly.
Unnamed Gardener: Male, Hispanic, 5’9”, wore battered T-Shirt and
jeans, pain threshold 5/10. Fed into wood chipper, flailed
ignominiously before death.
Milfred Annaleise: Female, Caucasian, 5’9”, wore fine sequined
gown, pain threshold 3/10. Wailed like a banshee when leg
removed, was quickly finished thereafter to prevent drawing
attention.
“George! Stop tearing apart your brother’s LEGOs"
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Hugo Zelada-Romero
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Hugo Zelada-Romero
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Hugo Zelada-Romero
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Seeking Submissions
Second Issue

Tittynope Zine!
Tittynope Zine is looking for poetry, short story (fiction
and non-fiction), memoirs, and visual

art!

We are interested in work that may not be completely accepted
by the mainstream, but absolutely captures the artists who are
included.

We want the weird, the odd, and the
absurd.
All visual art needs to be submitted in PDF form.
All literary submissions must be converted into a Word
document.
Email your submission to

tittynopezine@gmail.com
Deadline for submissions is May 30,
2017
Remember, keep it weird!
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